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BEHEHD THE / SCENE /

by Grobern Stone

When I originally wrote thia article, Science Fiction Monthly was 
still a going concern, and therefore it dealt with the feature "The Sci
ence Fiction Scene" ae if it would be running indefinitely, as indeed it 
was as far as I knew. But the magazine was discontinued from the 18th 
(February 1957) issue, so now I need not to tell you about what plane I 
have for the future but jurt what I did and why in the few months of the 
department's existence.

Sixteen pages is a fair amount, especially in a 112-page publication 
— no other science fiction magazine has ever devoted so much of its 
space to reviews and commentary on the science fiction field in general - 
Being put in charge of such a feature was a responsibility and an opport
unity of no mean order. It was a chance to do something useful for SF 
in a neglected field, and I moan that in more ways than one. For one 
thing, while plenty of magazines have had readers' departments and help
ed the more vocal fans carry on their various activities, and thero has 
boen a fair amount of factual matter, sine of it very good, on scionco 
featured in some magazines — Astounding end Galaxy have a particularly 
fine record — and there havo been book review departments, good and bad, 
as a regular thing for years, there has been very little attempt to fill 
in the background of the field for new readers, discuss themes and the
ories and provide miscellaneous information. Then, too, although we see 
current British science fiction in Australia, it does not have as extens
ive a circulation as you might think. Science Fiction Monthly, like at 
least some previous ventures in Australia, had a circulation several 
times that of any British mggn zi no in Australia. Whether it reached 
more now readers I wouldn’t want to guess, but it undoubtedly reached 
many more readers regularly. So, in short, it was an unusual opportun
ity.

Who read it, or rather, what kind of people read it? We don’t know. 
What the management of the magazine thought, I hesitate to say. We can 
say for certain that comparatively few of then had previously road very 
much science fiction. There was a wonderful opening there for a defin
ite editorial policy to develop a new market for genuine scionco fiction. 
Instead, the time-honoured Aurtrn.li.nn "near enough" systan gave us a 
magazine without a trace of character and with a pretty poor level of 
writing and speculation. With the best intentions in tho world, nobody 
can understand anything about a complex field like science fiction with
out taking an interest in it and making a study of it, and the Atlas org
anisation was no exception. In time, I think it would have been a lot 
better: but it given time. Between the fiction content of the
magazine and the viewpoints expressed in the "Scene" there was a gulf 
which brought a number of comments, to which all I can say is that as 
far as the fiction was concerned, I was not consulted, kind you, it 
could have been a lot worse. They made a fair attanpt on the problem, 
and it is unlikely that anyone but a scientifiction!st will do better.



The object of the "Scene" was, briefly, to illuminate and inter
pret the science fiction field. I assumed that I was writing for peo
ple with a reasonable level of general intelligence, curiosity, mental 
flexibility and awareness of the changes the world is undergoing — for 
if they didn't have these characteristics what would they be doing 
reading a science fiction magazine? -- otherwise a mixed group. I as
sumed that on the whole they had not read much SF until fairly recently. 
To say anything useful about the way the department was conducted we 
must go back a little. Not to the origins of science fiction (no ad
equate account has been written yet, and this is not the place to bo
gin) but to my own experience of it.

When I was born (January 1926) the first issue of Amazing Stories 
must have been in the proof stage. I did not make its acquaintance for 
the best Dart of thirteen years, however, and by that time I had a 
certain amount of background for it0 I didn't ever "become interested" 
in sei entifictional ideas: it's a matter of a general attitude to lift), 
you either have it or never will have it. Either you naturally ask 
"what next?" once you have a cloar picture of how things stand, or you 
don't, never will, and won't understand when you're told. You might as 
well be dead in the latter case.

I don't remsnber for sure what I first read that you could call 
SF. I road what we called "comics" then; newspaper-sized affairs, some 
mostly pictures for very young children learning to read, others pages 
of infimtesmal type with one or two tiny illustrations, printed on 
dirty pink or green newsprint. No doubt there were stories there with 
an imaginative angle, but memory fails. Then there was another group 
of publications with no accepted name -- they sometimes called them
selves "story papers" — $2-page 8" x 12" weeklies aimed at older 
readers, from kindergarten up to the teens. These tended to have 
definite editorial policies and slants. A few like the Gem and Magnet 
specialised in that abysmal bottom cf juvenile fiction, the school 
story: most of them ran a varied selection of adventure, sport, de
tective and historical fiction. I read those by the gross, particul
arly the Champion and Triumph which went in for lost worlds swarming 
with dinnersaucers, mad scientists threatening the world and the like. 
I looked out for such stories and tracked down missing instalments at 
a pretty early ago. I missed the infamous Scoops, which was in this 
class but was also a genuine if primitive science fiction publication. 
The last one of the field I kept any interest in was the hodorn Boy, 
which was well on the way there.

I must have been only seven when I read Wells' "The Invisible 
Man", c. brilliant object leeeon in developing a new idea and making it 
intelligible to an unprepared audience; and "The Food of the Gods" 
which goes further, showing a world transformed by a naw factor. These 
two books that happened to he around started a search for more books 
with something to say, and in the next few years I discovered and read 
a fair amount of Verne, Haggard, Burroughs. Then there were ntories 
in adult British magazines of the time, like Pcqrson's and The Strand 
— a little known field for surprisingly good SF.

It was in 1935j I think, that the Flash Gordon strip started 



running in various Australian newspapers. The Adelaide Moll produced 
a handout announcing it — a broadsheet with a lot of sales tn Ik and 
some scenes from the first few episodes. I was delighted: at first. 
But I followed the series, as much irritated as thrilled by it, for 
years with occasional lapses. I went out of my way to see the film 
version, a crude end mediocre serial, a couple of years later. There 
were other imaginative flickers too — Mystery Liner, Son of Kong (I 
missed King Kong until it was revived not so long ago), serials like 
Jungle Mystery and The Vanishing Shadow. I missed Things to Como by 
being on the move -- in Adelaide when it was showing in Sydney, and 
vice versa. It took me years to catch up with it at a revival.

Then there was Buck Rogers, in his nattily uniformed end muscle
bound glory. I missed the first of the ssni-annual books, but No. 2 
was just what I had been waiting for. By that time, though I didn't 
have a name for it, I knew what I wanted. Buck's 25th century of gad
gets and interplanetary doings was most acceptable.

Well, that's how it went. Nobody made it easy for us then. Tho 
young fan today has a very different kind of experience. His world 
has changed radically in the lust generation, and the changes wore 
so commonly predicted in earlier science fiction that the field has 
gained a sort of precarious respectability through its notoriety. All 
about us we have abundant evidence that the people in the 'thirties 
who thought (if you could call it thinking) that things were going to 
stagger on as they were indefinitely were idiotically wrong; and tho 
unpopular minority who could see plainly what was coming were merely 
seeing the obvious. Today atomic energy is ono of the most important 
facts of our existance and space flight is imminent. In the 'thirties 
public opinion had scarcely heard of the atomic theory, and privately 
thought tho world was probably flat.

Where today a lot of bums have got in on tho act and we are in
undated with corrupted science fiction, a generation ago the organis
ed field of the magazines was so feeble that it took a lot of finding. 
I would have read Amazing, Wonder and Astounding at the time I was 
reading Buck Rogers if I had known they existed. I did not suspect, 
and I fpund than by accident in the end. How it happened was this: 
In 1937 I started hunting for imaginative hooks in earnest, and found 
plenty of them,, 5 ncl udi ng Bey nan’s 'Tlanet Plane", the stupidly named 
hard covered edition of "The Space Machine" or "Stowawcy to Ears". It 
was the obvious sequel to this novel, "Sleepers of Mars", which part
icularly interested me in issue No. 2 of Tales of Wonder whon I hap
pened to see it. From there it was an obvious step to lock for other 
issues, and to find the American magazines in tho process.

I hope you don't mind my runnihg on like this. Talking about 
oneself is always pleasant, isn't it? But I do want to get over the 
point that things have changed, science fiction not the least, since 
prewar days: so changed that if ell you know about science fiction 
is the field of the middle ’fifties you are missing a great deal.



In fact, you are missing so much that you cannot be said to be well 
acquainted with science fiction as a -whole. Modern magazine SF has 
suffered through its popularity because to make it more acceptable to 
the public its freedom of speculation haw been severely Hmi ted. It 
had to be simplified to let nmomars understand it. As I nd-t mt^d 
before, prewar fane read widely in the earlier speculative books 
fairly often, they were interested in SF in spite of opposition and 
they didn't mind a few difficulties. On the other hand, today a great 
part of the important background is pretty well known. You can learn 
all you.want to know about space flight, for instance, from innumerable 
sources before you look into SF for its consequences. That's good. But 
while it has been possible to dispense with much of the laborious dis
cussions of the theories involved, the process has been extended to 
cut out discussion of matters far less well understood and loss sound
ly based. A set of conventions has grown up, by which all kinds of 
pos&ible future developments aro assumed with the most casual descript
ion or none at all. This wasn't just to please the new reader, indeed 
it can hardly do that: it happened because SF had accumulated a huge 
following of people who had been reading it for long enough to know 
all the explanations by heart.

Some of these conventions have been badly abused. The theoretical 
possibility of movenent faster than light is the outstanding example. 
It takes us back to the dark ages by the back door by making other 
solar systens accessible. Now it is unusual to see any attonpt to work 
out the probable conditions on a postulated planet -- in many stories, 
Asimov’s novels for instance, planets are treated like neighbouring 
towns, their different environments are blissfully ignored. It's not 
what we used to think of as science fiction. Yet it didn't start as 
pure fantasy: there were once argunents to justify many of these con
ventions, and in prewar SF we can see thoir origins.

Quite a few once familiar thsnes have vanished ccxnplately in 
modern science fiction. Often this is good. I wouldn't want to see 
the into-the-atom plot resurrected. But timo travel, and geometrical 
fourth dimensions usod to be common, for instance.

Well, in "Scene"’ I put a fair amount of emphasis on the historical 
angle because of this. I tried to show the continuity of the tradit
ion to some extent. In particular, I kept up two linos of approach; 
in the regular "Twenty Years Ago" and elsewhere, I pointed out the 
changes that have taken place and how far same features have persist
ed through these changes — while on the other hand I kept pointing 
out the topical interest of the important early writers.

It should be printed out, though, that "Scene" included far more 
material on early SF tiun I would have preferred. There was a dif
ficulty about material. I wrote an little of tho department as pos
sible, preferring to give space to othor writers and havo more people 
represented. But only a very few of the many Australian fans I am in 
touch with responded to my request for contributions. Several of them 
did write to discuss proposed articles, and in a few more issues no 



doubt these would have gone In, Vol Molesworth gave me acme reviews 
and becene the only Australian contributor nntually appearing in the 
department. And where were the other five hundred?

One point needs mention. A lot of readers thought that more 
apace ahould have been given to current affairs, with news about 
what wee going on now and in the immediate future. Well, there was 
not much I could do along these lines because of the time lag between 
the preparation of the department and its publication. The i nt a rm i 
was three months at best —- copy deadline was the last day of each 
month for the issue released about the beginning of the fourth month 
following. So there wasn't much scope for topical mfltnrial.. Incid
entally, the copy for issues 19 and 20 had been sent in before 
the decision to end with No, 18 was made. Those issues would have 
included two more instalments of the "Creatures of Tmngi nation" ser
ies and the beginning of a long article on the evolution of fl rin onwl 
spaceships by Arthur C. Clarice.

The general pattern of the department was worked out before it 
began, and followed fairly generally i the- features "Twenty Years Ago" 
and "Scene on the Screen" to run regularly, and the rest of the space 
divided between reviews and special articles. The introductory piece 
in issue No. 12 was all the general introduction I proposed to write. 
Getting suitable material was a problsn, though it was never a serious 
one to got enough in time. Though as I said before I was disappoint
ed with the rate of local contributions, I knew that among the vast 
amount of non-profoaaional writing on SF there was plenty that was 
good enough to use and still of interest. I leafed through many hun
dreds of publications in search of Wcaly items, and contacted ths 
writers and publishers wherever X could. I may as well state here 
that I always appended acknowledgments for anything that had been 
published before, even in some broken-down fan sheet with nothing 
else to recommend it in its short life; but ebout half the time, they 
didn't appear in the magazinfl. , The printers, or more correctly the 
comps and proofreaders, left a lot to be desired. More silly mistakes 
went in than you could shake a stick at, particularly mis spellings 
of nameso I once referred to Buck Rogers rsniniscently as a bottle- 
scarred veteran.. Not a very brilliant pun perhaps, but that's what I 
wrotej but it came through as the conventional battle-scarred kind. 
In No. 17, the block on p. 110 belongs on p. 101, while the block 
appearing there belongs with the obituary on Fletcher Pratt, since it 
illustrates "The City of the Living Dead".

Forrest J. Ackerman of course contributed the film feature: but 
he did nuch more than that. He located and sent over dozens cf art
icles, some of which went into the later issues — Bob Olsen's "This 
is Science?’5, Glen Dnn-i el a ' commentary on "Odd John", E. L. Ware's 
"Space Flight Soon?".

In the first issue of the department, I took the report of 
Arthur C. Clarte's visit to the Futurian Society of Sydney which I 
had already reduced from a half-hour tape for the old Futurian^ Soc
iety News and extracted the more interesting bits. Of the reviews, 
"VoLii" you know, the others were from Inside & S.F. Advertiser and 
from Walter Gillings' fine Science-Fantasy review, in my opinion 



the most useful fan publication there has been. The paragraphs about 
authors .in the issue were an afterthought, one that was continued in 
most issues thereafter. It was always a last-minute job of hunting for 
information, and the results were usually fragmentary. But better than 
nothing! it was an attanpt to provide sone badly needed personality for 
the magazine itself.

In. No. 13 w9 "the debunking article on “Uncharted. Continents" — 
it would be interesting to know who wrote it, I found it in an old fan
mag signed with a pen name too silly to perpetuate. Kost of the reviews 
should have been acknowledged as from Inside AS.F. Advertiser, that of 
"The War of the Worlds" from Sam Sackett's Fantastic Worlds. Incident
ally, this review seaned to me particularly valuable in its approach 
to Wells’ work for today. You don't have to be interested in historical 
SF to appreciate it, for it is still very much nilve« Through many 
years people have gone on reading him, and his more popular books are 
rarely hard to buy in recent editions. Yet in the laet few years I have 
been amased to meet young fans who have never read even such basic books 
as "The War of the Worlds" and "The First Men in the Moon". It sosns 
pretty silly to read current magazines in preference to these and 
claim to appreciate science fiction.

In No. 14 there were two short articles of general character, 
Carolyn Gaybard'e on adventure SF and David Rifkin's on Martians. In 
the review department I looked over the SF Book Club record, and also 
reported on Yefranov's "Stories", an unusual it an. I intended to 
write a series of articles on the science fiction movanents in various 
other countries, but only that on Germany materialised in time. The 
next to be treated would have been Mexico

No. 15 was I thought the most sucessful so far. There was Fox's 
trenchant attack on the never-never trend in modem SF represented by 
the "htmanoid" concept.Then there was a feature on Welle — beginning 
with the 1899 interview in which he talked about his own ideas on his 
work, incidentally giving a very different angle from what he said 
in the ’thirties about it which is more fpnri Tiny; the photo of the 
young Wells was a change from the fend Tier elderly gentlsnan; the 
contemporary illustration was appropriate to the atmosphere; then 
a streight review of "When the Sleeper Wakes", followed by Arthur L. 
Joquel’s analysis of the revisions in the later version revealing 
the author’s mind. There was the feature on Genian SF, and the Rev. 
Richardson's wistful piece on unknown animals. In place of the usual 
film colunn was Ackerman’s report on last year’s West Coast Conference 
— the only time "fan11 activity as such was reported on in the de
partment! though No. 19 would have carried a write-up on the 1958 New 
York Convention and later issues plugs for this year's World Conven

tion

In No. 16 a distinguished contributor appeared in Dr. Thomas S. 
Gardners his "Does Science Rule the World?" was I thought a valuable 
piece, particularly as offsetting the vacuous optimisn so common in 
SF. '

No. 17 had the obituary article on Fletcher Pratt. It was ac
cidental that the interview with Edgar Rice Burroughs was in the seme 



issue, giving it too much emphasis on the past and on personalities.

No. 18 had oerhaps the beet contribution in the series, the late 
Bob Olsen’s "This is Science?", which took a look at what time and 
popularity have done to science fiction in recent years. There is al
so a classic misprint on p. 102, col. 2, end of par. Is "strong" for 
“wrong", a near-opposite that neatly garbles the sentence. On the next 
page there is another, three lines from the end; "no interest" should 
read "an interest". And on p, 112, fifth line, "immoral" should read 
"immortal". Perhaps they did in on purpose. Then there was the first 
instalment of "Creatures of Imagination", a feature I thought had pos- 
sibilitiesj the piece debunking the meteor-collision fallacy, 'More 
Space, Loss Heed"; Ackerman and Tucker on films with different approach 
from the usual column. I thought this last issue of the department 
ms on the whole the bestr

Looking back on the "Scene", it is hard to say how much was ac
complished. There was very little material I regret using, and I think 
that a lot of valuable information and discussion was presented. The 
rauid degeneration of the fiction content of the magazine coincidental 
with it was regrettable, however. The gap between the "Scene" and the 
appalling rubbish filling the preceding $6 pages was such that it is 
hard to imagine many people reading berth. The faults Bob Olsen found 
obvious were amply illustrated in the same issue.

Perhaps the "Scene" was addressed a more literate reader than 
it was destined to reach mainly. This is the difficulty with any such 
material in a magazine of large circulation and popular appeal, and 
there has to he a decision to aim high or low. I made the only decis
ion I thought justifiablei I addressed the department to a person with 
not much knowledge of science fiction, of only moderate education and 
probably a teen-agers I was not prepared to assume that he was an 
idiot.

And what now? Well, perhaps we shall have more attsnpts at an 
Australian science fiction magazine. In time perhaps even a satisfact
ory one. We probably shall not have such an altruistic project as 
"The Science Fiction Scene” again. liy own efforts on behalf of 
science fiction go on, restricted to SCIENCE FICTION NEWS and less ob
trusive activities. And there you have iti No matter what happens to 
speculative writing in the hands of entrepreneurs, study and appreciat
ion continue. The field will survive all efforts to reduce it to the 
level of modern general fiction as long as it has a minority in its 
audience taking an informed interest in it.

— G. S.



AFTERWORD

Fifty years later, this article needs little interpretation. Evidently 
written about the end of 1956 with some other place in mind (I have no 
idea what) and the last paragraphs rounded off, its account of the recent 
venture is still fairly clear.

Atlas Publications of Melbourne lasted only a few years and produced 
miscellaneous popular reading, extending naturally enough to some 
imported science fiction. Their Science-Fiction Library novel series was 
a good idea wasted, using mediocre English work that had already been 
available in English paperback form. Science-Fiction Monthly used 
stories from various American SF magazines, usually having most of the 
content on one original issue issue. It began well with content from the 
slick Science Fiction Plus from Gemsback and Moskowitz, then drawing 
on Hamling’s Imagination and the short-lived Cosmos. The last seven 
issues, of interest to us, were from Planet Stories and pretty bad.

Its overworked editor Michael Cannon did his best but had no 
background in the field. However, he was impressed by what I was doing 
in the first series of Science Fiction News enough to offer me sixteen 
pages an issue to fill with reviews and stuff. It wasn’t easy. I selected a 
variety of work from fan sources but otherwise wrote much of it myself, 
working to a monthly deadline which wasn’t easy. I was paid a "retainer" 
of fifteen pounds a month which of course was a lot more money then, I 
think it was about a week's pay.

The early draft of autobiography is just about as I would write it now. 
Though it is surprising that I didn’t mention Edgar Rice Burroughs. The 
shopfront rental library from which I read (ugh) Planet Plane had some 
Wells, other odds and ends, and a shelf of Burroughs. At random I read 
The Gods of Mars, then in order the rest of the Mars series, a dozen so 
Tarzan books, the Inner World and Venus series and more. It was years 
before I found any more Burroughs to read. But you know, even then he 
wasn’t quite right, I knew his extra colors in the Barsoomian spectrum 
were utter nonsense. Also just about what I would write now at greater 
length is the quick overview of what SF fifty years ago was about and 
how it had got that way. Today masses of wordage has been printed 



about its history but its evolution is still as clear as mud.

I was working at a distance, with no idea what Cannon was doing with 
the magazine, and not seeing proofs. Those errors ... with more 
experience I say yes, they did do it on purpose. Typesetting is dull, 
monotonous work, and sometimes they put in deliberate errors to test the 
proofreaders. Nothing easier than to change wrong to strong and see if 
it was picked up. Referring to Wells' The Time Machine, I recalled how 
in his visit to a desolate scene under a reddened sun millions of years 
ahead, the time traveller "finds monstrous crabs taking an interest in 
him." So the typesetter made it "taking no interest". Writing of The Blue 
Spot, a little-developed short serial by Jack Williamson which few would 
have remembered in 1956, I was made to say "... the ultimate extension 
of the power-mad dictator: an immoral dictator spending millions of 
years at the job." Well, I would go along with the judgment that he was 
immoral For one thing, he bred his wretched subjectts into a number of 
distinct species for various tasks. But I wrote was immortal

And yes, we did have more attempts at an Australian science fiction 
magazine, a fairly safe prediction. But it was not to be while the virtual 
embargo on most imported SF existed, when producing a local magazine 
made a lot os sense. The next try was Vision of Tomorrow in 1969 
competing against everything else being published, plus other handicaps.

G.S.
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